
This multi-featured RGBW controller works with various remotes and controllers. 
With both master and slave modes this wireless receiver saves money on running 
cables. The maximum number of controllers utilising the same receiver is 8 and 
RGB, RGBW and Hybrid strips can be controlled from the ML-1009FAWI. 

RF Receiver
ML-1009FAWI

Colour Control RGB, RGB + White or Hybrid Strip (hybrid requires 5 channels)
Input Voltage 12-36VDC
Output Current 4CH, 5A/CH
Output Power 60-180W per Channel

Output Type Constant Voltage
Dimensions L: 178mm | H: 57mm | D: 21mm

Warranty: 5 Years

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1. Connect the LED device to the assigned colour outputs, matching the LED wiring
2. Connect input DC voltage required for LED device 12-36VDC (remember if your power supply has 

more than 1 output, connect  to 1  output and make safe all remaining outputs.
3. Power on the RF controller by touching the ON/OFF button
4. Press the learning button on the receiver
5. Select & press the zone button on the controller
6. Run your finger around the fade/colour wheel
7. The connected LED device will flash to confirm operation has been programmed

1. To delete all previous learned remotes, press and hold the learning button down for approximately 5 seconds until the LED device 
connected will flash to confirm all programmed controllers have been removed

2. Each ML-1009FAWI receiver can be controlled by up to 8 different compatible RF (radio frequency) remote devices
3. Each remote controller can control unlimited receivers within the radio frequency range
4. Master/Slave option is set via the jumper pin; master is closed and slave is open. Only one master can be assigned to each zone. 
5. Hybrid strip requires a 5 channel controller but is usable with this device if only choosing 1 white colour.

MULTI COLOUR CONTROLLER

NOTES

1. Connect the LED device to the assigned colour outputs, matching the LED wiring
2. Connect input DC voltage required for LED device 12-36VDC
3. Power on the RF controller by touching the ON/OFF button
4. Press the learning button on the receiver
5. Select & press the zone button on the controller
6. Run your finger around the  fade/colour whee
7. The connected LED device will flash to confirm operation has been programmed

SINGLE COLOUR CONTROLLER
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WIRING DIAGRAM

RGB/W LED strip

CCT LED strip

Single Colour LED Strip

PLEASE NOTE

MUST BE INSTALLED BY A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN

• Read instructions carefully before attempting to install the fitting. Retain this guide for future reference

• IP20 please avoid the sun and rain, When installed outdoors please ensure it is mounted in a water proof enclosure

• Please check if the output voltage of any LED power supplies used complies with the working voltage of the product

• Never connect any cables while power is on and always assure correct connections to avoid short circuits before switching on

• Please ensure that the cable is secured tightly to the connector

• For latest information please visit melec.com.au

• Please be aware of voltage drop on the DC side


